
4 NIGHTS SERIAN’S NKOROMBO  5 NIGHTS SERIAN’S SERENGETI LAMAI 

Nkorombo is nestled in a stunning little spot on a bend in the Mara River, 
embodying the laid-back intimacy characteristic of Alex’s camps.  

The Lamai Wedge is a golden triangle defined by the Kenyan border on top, and 
the Mara River below, and remarkable for the beauty of the landscape.. 



  

Between June and November, the Great Migration is 
making its annual passage back and forth across the Mara 
River, and we are lucky enough to have front-row seats 
to all the action in both Kenya and Tanzania. 
Incorporating the magical Masai Mara as well as the 
stunning Serengeti not only proffers the best opportunity 
to see multiple river crossings, it also gives you access to 
two world-renowned game-viewing areas that are as 
abundant as they are beautiful.  

DAY 12 – Ngorongoro Crater Lodge – Game drives 
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DAY 1 – Fly to Musiara, Game drive to Serian’s Nkorombo 

DAY 2 – Serian’s Nkorombo 

DAY 3 – Serian’s Nkorombo 

DAY 4 – Serian’s Nkorombo 

DAY 5 – Fly to Serengeti, Game drive to Serian’s Serengeti Lamai 

DAY 6 – Serian’s Serengeti Mobile Lamai 

DAY 7 – Serian’s Serengeti Mobile Lamai 

DAY 8 – Serian’s Serengeti Mobile Lamai 

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE 

DAY 9 – Serian’s Serengeti Mobile Lamai 

DAY 10 – Fly Serengeti to Nairobi 



  

DAY 1 •  4 
Nkorombo is nestled in a stunning little spot on a bend in 
the Mara River, embodying the laid-back intimacy 
characteristic of Alex’s camps. Awaken feeling part of a 
nature documentary amidst lions, zebras and buffalos… 
And, of course, the Great Migration thundering past and 
crossing a few metres downstream. This reserve takes its 
name from the Masai word for ‘dotted’, and indeed the 
gently rolling grasslands are littered with wildlife. Birds, too, 
are prolific. A photographer’s dream, it’s the perfect place 
to start your safari.  

NIGHTS AT SERIAN’S NKOROMBO 
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DAY 5 •  9 
The Lamai Wedge is a golden triangle defined by the Kenyan 
border on top, and the Mara River below, and remarkable for 
the beauty of the landscape as well as for fantastic sightings of 
predators and black rhino. Our camp is poised for action just 
above one of the major wildebeest crossing points, promising 
plenty of drama and action. Away from the river, absorb the 
mesmerising savannah, and spend quality time seeking out 
and hanging with animals. Have a picnic under a tree: channel 
the full-bellied lions and gaze up at the sunlight dappling 
through the leaves.  

NIGHTS AT SERIAN’S SERENGETI LAMAI 
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DAY 10 

Wend your way to the Lamai airstrip and enjoy a leisurely game 
drive en route, before boarding the plane and hopefully catching 
a crossing from the sky! 

“We had a wonderful, once in a lifetime experience here at 

your beautiful camp.  The staff were gracious and 

knowledgeable. We will remember these four days forever.”  

Kara, Gary, Raea, Mup & Carson Gragg  
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“This is a definite 5 star place.  It was amazing. Wonderful animals, and amazing 
view.  The staff were nice and cheerful and the service was tailored to your needs.  

This was one of the best places I’ve ever stayed. .” Eitan Prins-Trachtenberg  


